NOT SURE ABOUT YOUR ACADEMIC WRITING?
FEEL CONFIDENT ABOUT THE FWS YOU CHOOSE!

knight.as.cornell.edu/fws-writing-e-consultation

Students who struggled in a previous FWS, did not have formal writing instruction in high school, may be unfamiliar with academic writing, or may feel a general lack of confidence about their writing should strongly consider participating in the FWS Writing e-Consultation.

The FWS Writing e-Consultation will help you figure out if your current FWS is the RIGHT FIT for you. Some students will be invited to enroll in WRIT 1370/80: Elements of Academic Writing.

- Go to BLACKBOARD <https://blackboard.cornell.edu>
- Search for “Knight Institute FWS Writing e-Consultation”
- Enroll in the Blackboard site
- Select an essay prompt
- Spend 60 minutes writing an essay
- Submit essay by 12:00pm on Friday, 1/25/19
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